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We will open the 2020-21 school year on Thursday, August 13 with distance learning, where students are learning from 

home.  This decision was made based on guidance from the California Department of Public Health (CDPH) and other 

government and public health officials in response to current regional coronavirus activity.   

We know that this is disappointing to many families who hoped that school would fully reopen.  We would also like to 

see our students back in classrooms, but that does not appear to be advisable at this time.  We have plans to move to a 

hybrid model where students are at school one or two days per week and learn from home on the other days as soon as 

we can safely do so, then to move to instruction at school five days per week.  We will be using Governor Newsom’s 

orders along with the health indicator criteria established by CDPH to decide when we can begin hybrid schedules.  We 

will keep families informed as the situation changes.    

Surveys shaped summer planning 

Last spring, abrupt school closures presented challenges.  We were not prepared to suddenly move all instruction from 

our regular school environment into family homes, and there were many bumps along the way.   

We surveyed students, families, and staff to find out what worked well and what needed improvement.  Many thanks to 

all of you who took the time to respond.  Here are some themes that emerged from your responses.  Staff has used this 

information to focus summer work to better meet student and family needs in a distance learning environment. 

Parent Survey 

Technology Access 

1,891 
responses 

Parent Survey 

Distance Learning 

1,030 
responses 

Elementary Students 

Distance Learning 

389 
responses 

Secondary Students 

Distance Learning  

300 
responses 

87% 
had Internet and device 

 

8% 
had too many  

students sharing 
 

4% 
needed a device 

 

<1% 

needed Internet or 
Internet and a device 

Top Requests 

• Put assignments in one 
place 

• Give assignments for the 
week 

• More live teaching 
 
What was helpful? 

1. Zoom 
2. Launchpad 
3. Textbooks & 

workbooks 
4. Khan Academy 

math 

Top Requests (from 

students plus parent 
responses for young children) 

• Daily Zoom classes, 
more live teaching 

• Times to get extra help 
from teacher 

• Single place for 
assignments 

 
What was helpful? 
1. Launchpad 
2. Khan Academy math 
3. Zoom 
4. Textbooks & workbooks 

Top Requests 

• More teacher 
interaction 

• Send assignments 
regularly 

• Use Google Classroom 

• Use more multimedia 

• Make Zoom mandatory 

• Put all resources in one 
place 

 
What was helpful? 
1. Links sent by teacher 
2. Textbooks 
3. Khan Academy math 

July 30, 2020 

What can families expect in the 2020-21 school year? 
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Curriculum 
We will be using our regular standards-aligned adopted curriculum.   Textbooks and workbooks will be distributed, 
and students will have access to online curriculum components plus online supplemental learning resources.  Learning 
at home will include both paper and pencil components as well as online components, with teachers determining 
what is appropriate to use for a given learning goal. 
 

 

 
Launchpad was frequently mentioned as helpful.  Our PreK-12 students logged on 

147,603 times during the school closure, with an average of 77.4% of our students 

logging in at least once on an average day to access online curriculum material, learning 
software, and links to other resources. 
 

Both families and students requested a single location to access 
and turn in assignments.  In response, we have implemented 
Google Classroom to meet that need.  All teachers are 
participating in training, and they will teach students and parents 
of young children how to use this valuable tool. 

 

 

Students can also expect a shift from Zoom to Google Meet.  Teachers will be putting Google 
Meet links into their students’ calendars to help everyone track when classes will be meeting 
online.  Students may also have links for small group instruction or services. 

Khan Academy math was identified by both students and 
families as useful and effective.  We will be implementing the 
Khan Academy MAP Accelerator in grades 3-8, which will 
provide a custom learning path for your child to fill in any 
gaps and to accelerate math progress. 

 

 

 

Want to give your child a head start on math for next year?   
• Check out the Khan Academy Get Ready courses, available free right now for third grade through Precalculus. 

• Bedtime Math for ages 3-9 or MiniMath for TK and Kindergarten, are available online or as Android/iOS apps 

available at no cost.  The mission of Bedtime Math is to make math a fun part of children’s everyday lives, where 

they can explore topics ranging from electric eels to chocolate chips, roller coasters, and flamingos.  Problems 

have three levels of challenge, and can be fun for the whole family.   

 

Handwriting Without Tears 
Students in TK, Kindergarten, and first grade will be using Handwriting Without Tears workbooks this year.  We plan to 

provide videos to help parents use the program with their children to develop this important and challenging skill.  

 

New World Language Programs 
Students taking French, German, Latin, or Spanish at Golden West or Vanden next year will have new textbooks with 

accompanying online components that support learning a new language.  Learning a language is much easier if you can 

hear the words being pronounced and have the opportunity to practice with a model you can hear. 

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready-courses
http://bedtimemath.org/
http://bedtimemath.org/minimath-app/
https://www.travisusd.org/cms/lib/CA01902810/Centricity/Domain/25/Handwriting-Without-Tears.pdf
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Distribution Days for all schools 
Textbooks, workbooks, and other learning materials will be available for pickup before the first 
day of school.  Pickup days for Vanden High are August 6-12, and for all other schools, pickup 
days are August 10-12.  Principals will send schedules for these days, and we are asking for your 
help in arriving at your assigned time so that we can provide efficient customer service while 
maintaining distancing and other health precautions.  This is a monumental task, and it will take 
everyone working together to make it go smoothly. 

 
 

Daily Schedules 

  

 
 

 
 

 

 

Elementary schools 
At the elementary level, we plan to run a four hour schedule.  Students in higher grade levels will also have work to 

finish in the afternoon, and assignments in our instructional software.  Students will start their day by checking their 

Google Classroom Calendar to see when they are scheduled for Google Meet with their teacher and other students.  

Families will also be able to see when the teacher has office hours that week by using the calendar.  We will return to 

our regular standards-based report cards for younger children, which also include some letter grades for older children. 

Teachers will be using a combination of whole class and small group live instruction through Google Meet.  With 

younger children, lesson segments will be shorter, and for older students, they will be longer.  The day for a first grader 

might start with a check in activity, then move into a phonics lesson on long vowels.   

At the end of the live lesson, the teacher might assign some reading work for students to do independently.  During that 

time, the teacher may work with a small group of students who need extra help. Later that morning, the class might get 

together again for a math lesson, again followed by independent work.  Students may be asked to spend 20 minutes 

working on Happy Math (new software) or practicing writing words in their Handwriting Without Tears workbooks.   
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For older elementary students, the day might look more 
like a secondary day, with scheduled times for Google 
Meet lessons in reading, math, and other subjects.  
Teachers will develop schedules and put links to the 
morning’s meetings in students’ calendars. 

Learning will not be limited to reading and math.  
Teachers will also include science, social studies, art, 
socio-emotional learning, and other activities on a 
rotating basis.  They will have some calendared office 
hours during the week when they are available for parent 
phone calls or to answer questions by e-mail. 

Some elementary students who need additional instruction may have reading intervention, English Language 

Development, or Special Education services in the afternoon.  Teachers will reach out to parents to let them know about 

the schedule for their child and will schedule these additional times for instruction on their Google Calendars. 

 

Family support will include videos about how to log in to school resources and how to help younger children with 

reading, math, and handwriting.  Even with the live instruction, we will need parent help in working with our youngest 

learners who are not yet able to read instructions and use Google Classroom independently.  For older elementary 

students, we believe the increased live instruction and Google Classroom will relieve some of the demands on parents. 

 

 

 

Elementary enrichment 
We value the contribution of enrichment activities to student learning 
and wellness.  We plan to offer optional afternoon classes, including 
music, PE, STEM (coding and robotics) and others.  We have not 
finished our planning or schedules, but expect to have information to 
families by the end of the second week of school.  These classes will 
take place online, and we hope to have a range of offerings that 
appeal to students with varied interests.  
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Elementary Daily Schedule 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

8:00-12:00  Learning Block Learning Block 

8:00 am 
Live instruction 
with teacher, 
independent 
learning activities 
during the rest of 
the day 

Learning Block Learning Block 

*draft schedule subject to change 
 

The Learning Block will include a combination of live Google Meet instruction from the teacher, activities using 

textbooks and workbooks, and time to use Khan Academy or Happy Numbers for math and other online learning 

activities.  

Students will have time in the afternoon to finish their work from the morning and use the online resources we are 

providing.  Students should also be reading books for pleasure at their independent reading level.  Your teacher will 

share their Lexile level after they have taken the MAP English Language Arts test.  The Lexile (reading level) can help 

families identify books at the right level of challenge. 

This schedule is for distance learning only.  When we move to a hybrid schedule where students are in school some 

days, the schedule, including start and end times, may change.  We will send parents more information about hybrid 

schedules when we are closer to being able to move in that direction. 

 

Wednesday schedules at all elementary schools 
We are committed to providing instruction and learning experiences that have the same level of quality and academic 

challenge as our regular in-person instruction.  For all grade levels, Wednesdays are regular school days with shortened 

instructional schedules and more independent student work time.  After live instruction first thing in the morning, 

students will work on assignments and have time to use online learning tools such as Happy Numbers, Khan Academy 

math, and online components of our curriculum.  This will allow our teachers to share ideas about what is working for 

students and to participate in training. 

 

 

 

Attendance still matters   

Although it looks different in 

distance learning, daily 

participation is essential.   

Please help us help your child 
succeed by prioritizing 
participation in class sessions 
and the completion of 
schoolwork. 
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Golden West Middle School 
Summer planning has led to a much improved middle school learning experience.  In the spring, students tried to keep 

up with seven classes, but the task was overwhelming for many students.  It was hard to remember what was due when, 

and what needed to be done next.  Parents spent hours trying to help their students stay organized, but it was still very 

challenging.  In response, we planned three major changes for this year. 

 First, your children will be able to see all of their assignments in Google Classroom, and will 
easily be able to see what is due when.  Parents can use their child’s login name and 
password to access their Google Classroom at any time.  In addition, the calendar in Google 
Classroom will show dates and times for each live class session, so students just need to 
monitor their calendar and click on links to attend class. 

 
Second, teachers will provide more live instruction.  Staff, students, and families felt this 
was helpful and needed to be increased.  Distance learning needed to be more like regular 
school.  We are also returning to issuing regular letter grades on report cards. 

 

The third improvement is that we have moved to a block schedule, where students will take 
only four classes at a time.  The block schedule is probably the most important factor in 
making this year’s experience better for students.  The schedule is much like a college 
schedule, where students dive deeply into only 3-4 classes at a time.  We believe this will 
significantly reduce student stress and improve academic performance. 

 

The block schedule was arranged so that students will have half of their classes first quarter and half second quarter.  

We considered having them complete the whole course in a semester, but that reduces our options for second semester 

if we are able to come back to on campus learning.   

During the first quarter, students will take periods 2, 4, 6 and 7a.  We have divided 7th period into two parts, so students 

will have that class during both quarters with a shorter time block.  During the second quarter, students will take periods 

1, 3, 5, and 7b.  At the semester, they will have finished all their first semester classes.   

We know it may seem strange to have periods 2, 4, 6, 7a and then 1, 3, 5, 7b, but dividing the periods into even and odd 

helps with seventh grade English, which is two periods long.  By arranging the periods this way, 7th grade students have 

English both quarters.  We are also doing our best to balance student schedules so they don’t have all of their academic 

solid courses in one quarter and only PE and electives in the second quarter.  (PE will include physical activity for 

students to do at home.) 

  

1 

2 

3 
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Here is the class schedule for the first quarter at Golden West.  Classes will start on most days with live Google Meet 

instruction.  After the live instruction, students will have time to complete classwork, and also to get up to move around 

or get a drink of water or a snack.  Students need to get up and move sometimes to stay engaged in learning. 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

8:00-9:02  Period 2 Period 2 

8:00 to 8:30 
Rotating check-in 

Period 2 Period 2 

9:06-10:08  Period 4 Period 4 Period 4 Period 4 

10:12-11:14  Period 6 Period 6 Period 6 Period 6 

11:18-12:00  Period 7a Period 7a Period 7a Period 7a 

*draft schedule subject to change 

 

On Wednesdays, the day will start with a brief check-in period, with a rotation for which class will meet that week.  

Students will not need to keep track of which class they need to attend because the class meeting will be on their 

Google Calendar.  In addition, teachers will have scheduled times for office hours where they are available for student 

and family contacts, and times when students can drop into a Google Meet to get help with their work. 
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High Schools 
Our high schools, including Vanden, TEC, and TCDS, will also run block schedules.  At Vanden, most students take six 

classes, and will have three first quarter and three second quarter.  Some Vanden students take a seventh period, and 

that will be scheduled for the first quarter in the afternoon.  We are returning to our regular letter grade system for 

report cards and transcripts. 

Vanden High School Schedule:  Quarter 1 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

8:30-9:30  Period 1 Period 1 
• Period 1 

8:30-9:15 

• Period 2 
9:25-10:10 

• Period 3 
10:15-11:00 

• Period 7 
11:30-12:15 

Period 1 Period 1 

9:35-10:35  Period 2 Period 2 Period 2 Period 2 

10:40-11:40  Period 3 Period 3 Period 3 Period 3 

12:10-1:10  Period 7 Period 7 Period 7 Period 7 

*draft schedule subject to change 

 

At Vanden, students will have periods 1, 2, 3, and 7 first quarter, and periods 4, 5, and 6 second quarter.  Students will 

have homework to complete in the afternoon.  Please expect Advanced Placement courses to require additional work 

time, just as when school is operating on campus. 

The Wednesday schedule includes shorter classes to provide teachers time for meetings and professional learning and 

collaboration.  Teachers need time to work together to solve problems and share best practices so we can provide the 

best possible learning experience for your students.   

Office hours have been scheduled in the afternoon from 1:15 to 2:00 pm on a rotating schedule so that students do not 

have conflicts.  First period office hours are on Monday, second period on Tuesday, third period on Thursday, and 

seventh period on Friday.  This is a time for students to access their teachers for help, or to ask questions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Athletics and extra-curricular activities 

The California Interscholastic Federation has decided to modify the athletic calendar and move 
fall sports to January, assuming health conditions will allow competition then.  Please contact 
your child’s school if you have questions. 

Extra-curricular activities that require groups getting together are postponed until further 
notice.  We are working on ways to move club meetings online and to modify other activities 
to take place without having in-person groups.  Prohibitions on group activities will be in place 
until all normal operations resume, and it may be a long time before we reach that stage. 

 

  

https://www.cifstate.org/covid-19/7.20.20_release
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Travis Education Center Schedule (TEC) 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

10:00-11:00  Period 1 Period 1 Period 1 Period 1 Period 1 

11:00-12:00  Period 2 Period 2 Period 2 Period 2 Period 2 

12:00-12:30  Lunch break Lunch break Lunch break Lunch break Lunch break 

12:30-1:30  Period 3 Period 3 Period 3 Period 3 Period 3 

*draft schedule subject to change 

 

Students will be able to take breaks during learning time when they need them, so no breaks are shown on the 

schedule.  At TEC, students will be able to accelerate learning and credit recovery.  Grading periods will be five weeks 

long, with students able to earn one credit per week per class.  With 15 credit possible in each grading period, students 

may earn 105 credits per year.  This will allow for both credit recovery and graduation acceleration. 

Travis Community Day School 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

10:00-10:30  Period 1 Period 1 Period 1 Period 1 Period 1 

10:30-11:00  Period 2 Period 2 Period 2 Period 2 Period 2 

11:00-11:30  Period 3 Period 3 Period 3 Period 3 Period 3 

11:30-12:00  Period 4 Period 4 Period 4 Period 4 Period 4 

12:00-12:30 Lunch break Lunch break Lunch break Lunch break Lunch break 

12:30-1:00 Period 5 Period 5 Period 5 Period 5 Period 5 

1:00-1:30 Period 6 Period 6 Period 6 Period 6 Period 6 

*draft schedule subject to change 

 

At Travis Community Day School, no passing periods are shown because students may take breaks as needed.  Students 

have a guidance period, and take most of their classes through Cyber High.  They also have some classes, such as math 

and some electives, that are taught by their teachers instead of through Cyber High. 

 

 

 

Set that alarm! 

Daily participation in 

instruction and 

spending time on 

schoolwork remains 

important.   

Help us help your teen 
by establishing regular 
routines. 
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Academic Supports 

Some of our students will need extra instructional support to make strong academic progress.  Students learning English 

will continue to receive English Language Development instruction through small group instruction from Intervention 

Specialists in elementary schools and ELD classes in secondary schools. 

Students with special needs will continue to receive services through distance learning from our Special Education 

teachers and service providers.  Case managers will be able to answer questions about specifics for individual students. 

A major focus for support will be extra help for our youngest students who had not quite caught on to reading last year 

before the school closure.  Our Intervention Specialists will be providing small group instruction to help them become 

confident readers. 

Our teachers who provide these additional services and supports will be able to add meetings to your child’s Google 

Calendar to make it easy to keep track of the schedule for this additional instruction. 

We plan to use NWEA MAP English Language Arts and Mathematics tests to find out where students are and what 

instruction they need next.  In response to the pandemic, NWEA created a system where your children can take these 

tests under your supervision in the comfortable and familiar environment of home.  Your child’s teacher will set up a 

time for the class to take the tests, which are untimed so students can complete them at their own pace.  After the tests 

have been scored, parents will be able to access their child’s report.  Here is a sample of a math report, which will let 

you know where your child scores in comparison to other students, and if we have a score from last year, how much 

growth your child has made since the last assessment. 

 

We will need your help in making sure that students are not using other resources or Googling answers because the 

math assessment will be used to automatically place your 3rd through 8th grade child appropriately in the Khan Academy 

MAP Accelerator.  Test results will create a custom pathway to help your student recover any learning losses, and move 

forward quickly.  For students performing above grade level, the program will provide an accelerated pathway. 

 

https://www.nwea.org/parent-toolkit/#:~:text=Understanding%20MAP%20Growth-,What%20is%20MAP%20Growth%3F,student's%20academic%20growth%20over%20time.
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For our youngest learners, we use ESGI, which can also be given at home by parents.  
ESGI will give teachers and families information about where children are in the process 
of learning letters, numbers, letter sounds, sight words, and phonics skills.  Parents will 
receive a report, along with custom flashcards for practicing skills. 

 

We have added additional help for students and families 

We received feedback from families that it was sometimes difficult to know when and how to communicate with 

teachers, and that sometimes parents were at work, and students got stuck on an assignment or math problem, and had 

to wait until parents returned home to get help.  In response, all teachers will have weekly office hours for students and 

parents, and all students in grades 3-12 will have access to Tutor.com so they can access an online tutor any time they 

get stuck. 

 

Office hours 

Teachers will let students and families know when they are holding office hours each week.  Teachers will be returning 

phone calls from parents, responding to e-mails, and working with students who need help.  

 

 

Tutor.com 
Tutor.com is available to military families at no charge through the Department of Defense Education Activity, and is 

available through Launchpad.  Students who are not military dependents can also access Tutor.com at no charge by 

creating an account through the Solano County Public Library.  This service is appropriate for grades 3-12, and our 

students give the tutors high ratings for friendliness and helpfulness.  Tutoring is available in over 300 subjects, from 

elementary math, science, English, and social studies through high school French, German, Spanish, English, Algebra, 

Calculus and other subjects.  There is also help available for Advanced Placement courses. 

If your children are stuck on a math problem, or need help with any other subject, have them give this a try.  The tutors 

can help them work through a particular problem or provide more extensive support.  Learning to reach out to help 

sources is an important life skill our students can practice now.  Tutor.com is just a click away! 

  

https://www.esgisoftware.com/
https://www.tutor.com/
http://www.solanolibrary.com/teen-homework-help
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Socio-Emotional Supports 
Mental health experts are predicting that many students are likely to need more support than 
usual as they return to school.  There were many traumatizing forces at play recently, including 
a combination of the coronavirus threat to their health and the health of people they care 
about, the traumatizing effect of events with widespread national news coverage making 
students of color in particular feel threatened and concerned for the safety of family members 
and friends, and the effect of business closures on family income.   

Students were also disappointed by not being able to participate in spring activities they were 
looking forward to such as sports and transitions from one school level to another.   Most 
students also get a great deal of support and stress relief from being with friends and their 
extended family, and these normal avenues for coping have been closed to them. 

We plan to include socio-emotional learning with our academic instruction.  It is helpful to students to ask what they did 

to manage stress before the school closure, and for them to consider what worked for them before that they might be 

able to continue.  Students need to learn to take care of their bodies by taking deep breaths, stretching, exercising, 

getting plenty of sleep, and avoiding alcohol and drugs.  We need to help them stay in the moment, and not worry about 

things that have not happened yet.  It is also helpful to avoid too much exposure to the news, connect with family and 

friends, and seek out the positive people in their lives.  Adults with a calm, optimistic attitude can be very helpful. 

Our schools are staffed with a variety of professionals with training in mental health and socio-emotional support.   We 

have eight School Psychologists, six School Counselors, four Social Workers, and two Mental Health Coordinators.  In 

addition, we have counseling services from A Better Way, and Scandia, Travis, Golden West and Vanden have Military 

Family Life Counselors (MFLCs) provided by Travis Air Force Base for military-connected students.  We have a total of 26 

professionals to help our students who need support.  Please contact your school if you would like to refer your child for 

help. 

 

 

Lunch Program 
During distance learning, families qualifying for free/reduced 

price lunch may pick up breakfast and lunch for days school is 

in session according to the following schedule.  Families who 

would like to purchase lunch for students are also welcome.  

For more information or to apply for the lunch program, 

please see the Food Service webpage.   

 

Lunch pickup schedule 

• Monday, Wednesday, Friday 

• 12:00 pm to 1:30 pm 

• Locations below 
 

 

Cambridge Elementary 
100 Cambridge Dr 

Vacaville, CA  95687 

Foxboro Elementary 
600 Morning Glory Dr 
Vacaville, CA  95687 

Scandia Elementary 
100 Broadway St 

Travis AFB, CA  94535 

Vanden High 
2951 Markeley Ln 

Fairfield, CA  94533 

 

 

https://www.travisusd.org/Page/220
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Equity Action Team 
A key area of focus for 2020-21 is working with staff, students, and district families to eliminate the correlation between 

social and cultural factors and student success.  We are forming an action team to examine data, policies, practices, and 

the learning environment as experienced by students in order to create inclusive and just conditions where all students 

can explore their passions, develop their unique gifts, and thrive. 

We will start immediately with four actions: 

• Analyze data to find areas where there are significant differences in performance between student groups and 

begin to explore actions to close these gaps 

• Empower and support student organizations in taking a leadership role in this work, including working with 

staff, peers, and younger students 

• Explore current literature selections and work with English teachers to recommend works that surface the 

experience of groups currently and historically impacted by racism and bias where in-depth study will help all of 

our students gain a broader perspective 

• Plan professional development for staff to deepen their understanding of equity and add to their knowledge 

and repertoire of skills in creating equitable learning environments 

If you are interested in serving on this team to help with this important work, please send an e-mail to Annie Arthur at 

Travisusdpio@travisusd.org.  We want to ensure a balance of voices from across the district, and we will contact 

selected individuals by September 1, 2020.  

 

 

mailto:Travisusdpio@travisusd.org

